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MKPCOHOSE
Article Number: 110-09005

MK7P & MK9P - Special C02 fittings for attachment to C02 tank from the tool.

Local Order Number

Type

Features and Benefits

Product Description

Short Description

MKPCOHOSE

MKPCOHOSE

The MK3PNSP2 tensioning tool achieves unique levels of repeatability and accuracy while maintaining a high
application speed. One further advantage is its low maintenance handling.

The MK7P pneumatic bundling tool sets a new benchmark for the rational application of ties in the industrial
production process. Improved compressed air supply moves the tensioning piston faster than in comparable tools.
Processing time is shortened and the volume of connecting ties applied is increased. Great attention was paid to
ergonomic design in the development of this tool. The cut-off end of the tie is ejected automatically. Production
breaks normally required to the cut-off ties are thus eliminated.

The MK9P is ideally designed to apply heavy-duty ties (T50-T250), clamp and button head ties. The MK9P
incorporates the next level of ergonomic improvement with its low weight, comfortable grip and easy trigger
depression.

The MK3PNSP2 tensioning tool achieves unique levels of repeatability and accuracy while maintaining a high
application speed. One further advantage is its low maintenance handling.

The MK7P pneumatic bundling tool sets a new benchmark for the rational application of ties in the industrial
production process. Improved compressed air supply moves the tensioning piston faster than in comparable tools.
Processing time is shortened and the volume of connecting ties applied is increased. Great attention was paid to
ergonomic design in the development of this tool. The cut-off end of the tie is ejected automatically. Production
breaks normally required to the cut-off ties are thus eliminated.

The MK9P is ideally designed to apply heavy-duty ties (T50-T250), clamp and button head ties. The MK9P
incorporates the next level of ergonomic improvement with its low weight, comfortable grip and easy trigger
depression.

MK7P & MK9P - Special C02 fittings for attachment to C02 tank from the tool.

Package Quantity 1

ROHS Conformity Yes
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